The Quantum Electric Universe,
absolutism & pluralism, side-by-side
From SINGULARITY, energy diffusion (cosmic expansion) and particulate amalgamation
(conscious life) co-evolve. The diffusion and expansion of energy (electromagnetism)
and diversification of big-bang point-density (gravity) are singularity’s continuum from
which flows “the sea of infinite substance” and the intentional awareness of purpose.
Evolved symbiosis is cosmic vitality, the personalized self of communal harmony. God
works from the infinitesimally small (ashes of the big-bang) to the infinitely large
(expanding galaxies).
In the milieu of singularity we are bonded in progressive purpose—the mandate of
Christian Humanism. The loom and fabric of rainbow webs glorify Oneness in the joined
work of multiplicity. Singularity is cosmic expansion (infinity) involving evolving life
(conscious presence), what is the vitality of absolutism released and destined to the
enlargement of infinite multiplicities—the shards that are the dot-matrices of Word-madeflesh—the hypostasis of divinity/ humanity.
In nature, “absolutism” and “pluralism” interact collaboratively, symbiotically. Absolutism
(singularity) and pluralism (multiplicity) are naturally accommodated extremes in galactic
evolution. Wave/ particle dynamics compose the electromagnetic universe in substance
(gravity, materiality) and in spirituality (transparency, soul); they generate all forms of
pluralism/ multiplicity.
The basis of reality, of civil/ religious harmony is quantum-electric. Natural multiplicities
of the universe and the diversity of life on Earth are phenomena of wave/ particle
iterations/ interactions, from which come self-reflective consciousness and intentional
symbiosis. If the accommodation of absolutism and pluralism is the pattern of nature why
is it so hard for religion and civility to accommodate?
http://ncronline.org/blogs/all-things-catholic/incivility-hurts-pro-life-cause,
http://ncronline.org/news/spirituality/god-who-beckons
Religion and civility accommodate when they are intentionally engaged in fidelity to
natural symbiosis. The galaxies in cosmic space are “grinders” that generate two kinds
of “singularity”, i.e., electromagnetism (intense wave energy) and gravity (hyper compact
gravity)
http://www.secondenlightenment.org/SINGULARITY%20and%20Heavy%20Metal%
20Grinders.pdf
http://www.authorhouse.com/BookStore/ItemDetail.aspx?bookid=24059
The accommodation of singularity-extremes (energy/matter) occurs in galactic evolution,
that is, between the centripetal pull of the black hole center of the spinning galaxy and
the centrifugal pull to escape the gravity center. The two phases of singularity (electromagnetic wave and condensed gravity) resource all substantive creation, gases, suns,
metals and molten conglomerations, as well as the subtleties of life and self-reflective
consciousness (soul).

Earth’s complex organizations of life are webs of wave/ particle origin, and are sustained
by the dynamics of wave/ particle accommodation. Our own persons, in soul and in
substance, in spirituality and materiality, witness the mystery of accommodated
absolutism and pluralism, of evolved wave/ particle singularity. If we would contribute
to Earth-life sustainability, personal behavior needs to accommodate to wave/ particle
necessities and not be fixated in absolutism but open to intentional symbiosis, what is
Christian Humanism. Cultural fixation in absolutism is a rejection of nature’s PATTERN
and God’s PLAN, a cause of social chaos.
The best gets better when self-reflection rises to the challenge of evolution. Pluralism
is the enlargement of shattered absolutism — what is the singular purpose of open
Allness. Trinitarian Person is Word/Light/Love—Priesthood serving Communal Harmony.

